
Overview
Play in the premier league with the new ball press from SecaboExperience best performance and highest comfort with
the Secabo TCB LITE ball press - This innovative transfer press opens up a world of new possibilities and flexibility for

the finishing of inflatable sports balls, such as synthetic leather footballs, handballs and basketballs. Personalized
mementos and prizes for events or giveaways can be produced with logos, player names or numbers.The automatic-

opening TCB LITE ball press features a digital temperature and time display and is suitable for all common hot transfer
processes. The specially shaped heating plate fits virtually all ball sizes and shapes, while the adjustable cylinder

provides precise pressure. The same temperature of 113 °C for 8 seconds can be applied to all balls to avoid damaging
delicate plastics or synthetic leather. A transfer size of up to 5 cm x 8 cm is recommended to ensure smooth application

on the curved ball surface.The TCB LITE ball press offers convenience and supports all professional applications of
popular hot transfer methods such as flock foils, flex foils, sublimation, InkJet flex, etc.Digital controller for temperature

and timeTemperature (max. 220°C) and time adjustableEasily adjustable contact pressureHigh-quality heating plate
with additional protection plateSuitable for all common transfer methodsSpecially shaped heating plate for almost all

ball sizes and shapesAdjustable cylinder for precise printing on different ball sizesIdeal for producing personalized
mementos and prizes for events or giveaways.
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Technical Data

Dimensions open 32 x 92 x 70cm

Dimensions closed 32 x 71 x 60cm

working area 5cm x 8cm

scope of delivery
Mechanical base with heating element, LITE controller, C13
power supply connection cable, tools, operating instructions

pressure setting the heating plate can be adjusted with a hand reel

max. downforce 250 g / cm ²

max temperature 250 °C

maximum time preset 999 s

max. opening angle 40°

power supply AC voltage 230V / 50Hz - 60Hz, 1.8kW

environment +5°C - +35°C / 30% - 70% humidity

(Transfer press) Weight without packing 25 kg

weight with package 31,60 kg

Brand Secabo
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Views
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